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Citing California Screw Up, Florida Juice
Board to Rename Certain Fruit Product!
M s . A n i t a B r y a n t H e a d i n g F r u i t Ta s k F o r c e
FFCC Chair

Orlando (WHN) Ms. Anita Bryant, famous Belle-of-the-South, was named
Anita Bryant
Chair of the Florida Fruit Crisis Committee (FFCC). The FFCC was estabSolves the
lished in response to the recent “Juice” crisis in California. Ms. Bryant citing
California
another “typical California screwup” declared that the states citrus growers had
been irreparably harmed by the recent O.J. “Juice” Simpson scandal. Hence, “Juice” Crisis
to protect the reputation and continued vitality of this vital citrus component of
(see story left)
the state’s economy, Ms. Bryant’s commission has been charged with renaming
a “certain citrus fruit juice product”. Hence, the use of “O.J.”, “juice” as well
as “fruit” is forbidden. Initial suggestions by Ms. Bryant’s Fruit Crisis
Committee include: Gods Nectar; Citrus Pulp; SOS (some orange stuff);
SPAM II; and the Unpink Drink. The later is Ms. Bryant’s favorite.
In addition to renaming the “certain fruit drink”, Ms. Bryant is
rumored to be resuming her other fruit campaign. This report is given credence by the naming of South Carolina Senator Jessie Helms as a co-chair of
the Fruit Crisis Committee. Ms. Bryant has refused comment on this matter
except to state, “The FFCC is simply trying to correct ALL the problems created by that OTHER fruit producing state.”

O.J.
Simpson’s
CAR!
(see story below)

see related story: Additional Simpsons Implicated in O.J. Scandal

Did O.J. Act Alone?
Famed Forensic Pathologist
Says ‘NO!’

Exclusive WHN photo of O.J. (a.k.a., The Juice) Simpson fleeing
police along Interstate Highway 405. Defense experts claim these photos
implicit other individuals in the murder of Nicole Simpson and in helping
O.J. to elude police capture. The photo was obtained from a security camera
located outside of Nicole Simpson’s townhome.

Albania (WHN) As evidence continued to be gathered in
the Nicole Simpson murder case, prosecution and defense
experts were busy analyzing photos obtained by the WHN.
Defense lawyers have hired famous Albanian
Medical College Pathologist Geraldo Gooden to examine
the forensic evidence and the WHN photos. Following a
couple of drinks with the defendant, Dr. Gooden closely
examined all evidence (including our photos) and declared
“O.J. is innocent of these heinous crimes; but other, more
sinister, Simpsons may be involved!”
Prosecutors, while maintaining that O.J. Simpson
is guilty, are also not ruling out the possibility of co-conspirators in the murders and the subsequent escape of O.J.
from police. Police Lieutenant Kee Stone agrees with Dr.
Gooden and has requested hair samples from two natives
of Springfield.
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Famous Political Quotes of the 20th Century
Test Your Political IQ in this WHN Quiz!
Simply match the phrase with the correct politician.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Neville Chamberlain
R i c h a r d M. N ixon
Ronald Reagan
G e o r g e B u sh
Bill Clinton
Howard Stern

A ba la nc e d budge t by 1984.
The r e will be pe a c e in our time .
A stripper in every home.
I’m no crook.
No ne w ta xe s.
I nte gr ity a nd e thic s in gove r nm e n t.

1. B (50% credit for A); 2. D (50% credit for F or A); 3. A (50% credit for B); 4. E (50% credit for D); 5. F (50% credit for C); 6. C (-2 points for F)

Albanian High Society!

World Headline News Endorses

Digging In The Dirt: H o w a r d S t e r n
A View From The Second Floor

For Governor

By WHN Society Columnist

Wota Wanker
The recent addition of an obscure Orstralian scientist Tomb “I never
drink” Yaitner marks the resumption of anthropological studies at
Albany, under the direction (north) of Prof. JW Etkin. Dr. Yaitner,
who, in his own words, is a legend in his own toilet, intends studying
the iron age in human development. Dr Etkin has recently proposed
that all red or brown coloured beverages must contain a certain proportion of iron to account for their distinctive colouration. This
proposition has been vigorously supported by Dr. Ming-Wei “the
human spectrophotometer” Qian. In collaboration with those notable
experts on iron, Drs Scoot and Ma Honey, extensive trials have
begun. Preliminary studies have established that Limericks Irish Red
Ale has considerable iron content. Studies with Ballentines (Green
Death), Moose Head (Essence of Liping) and Molsen (Scoot’s secret
artificial blood) beers have not been as successful. Nonetheless, these
fearless scientist have decided to continue their studies, arguing that a
sample group size of several hundred cases is simply not enough, and
that the measurement of urinary iron is difficult. Prof Etkin’s choice
for the control non-coloured beverage, gin, has also caused some
minor problems for one of the participants of the project. Dr. Yaitner
loses all control of his bodily function by the second Martini, leading
to claims of being a “one pot screamer” or a “short shooter” (you
work it out) by the more seasoned Dr. Ma Honey. These problems
aside, the authors of these studies are confident that their studies will
be a significant contribution to science. At least this is what is being
said in the grant to fund the
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The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution
based on our utter stupidity. All requests to retract and correct wrongful information will be met with glee and giggles....

NEXT ISSUE: Sex and the
Single Male

Albania (WHN) The editorial staff of the W H N is
proud to endorse radio celebrity Howard Stern for
Governor of New York. Following extensive analysis
of the platforms of the three major candidates, it is the
opinion of the W H N that the only valid candidate for
Governor is the Honorable Howard Stern.*
*The real reason for the W H N endorsing Mr. Stern is that we will do anything to get him off the radio.
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I rented
from Avis
just once and
look what
happened!

In need of a quick getaway or an
electrifying vacation? Come to
HURTZ and see our “Getaway Expert”
O.J. Simpson. Only at HURTZ (and
selected state penitentiaries) can you get the

Juice.

